Welcome to HeliOffshore 2019

Excellence Where It Counts
Thank you to our generous sponsors....
HeliOffshore Membership

• We now have over 120 member companies
Welcome to our new members

- Aviator Group
- Blue Sky Network
- Cabro Aviation
- Canadian Helicopters Offshore
- ConocoPhillips
- Euro-Asia Air
- Hazard Emergency Management International
- Helicopter Travel Munich
- HeliPortugal
- HUCON
- JLT Speciality USA
- NHV
- NestoAviation
- Northern HeliCopter GmbH
- Titan Helicopters Group (THG)
- Upstream Aviation
Conference Context and Objectives

Gretchen Haskins
CEO
Going for Gold
The Value of Excellence
Where Excellence Counts
What does this mean for safety?
Focus

How to improve your start
Aviation Safety Staircase (2006-2016)

- Total fatalities
- If there were no gearbox or rotor failures
- If there were no obstacle/surface collisions
- If there had been no loss of control
- If crew had been able to respond correctly to a warning system
- If there were no maintenance errors
- If there were no birdstrikes
- If helicopters had always floated

Focus
Faster, more efficient results

- Framework for Collaboration
- Fosters Innovation
- Rapid Bug Fixes
- Standard User Interface
Beyond Minimum Standards

- Basic
- Enhanced
- SMS
Overcoming Unprecedented Challenges

Guts
Resilience
Initiative
Tenacity
We are united by our love of what we do and our duty to get it right.
Rally behind actions that:

• Achieve excellence in the areas that matter most to saving lives
• Ensure the right resources are in place to deliver lasting results on the frontline
# Conference Agenda

## Day 1: Progress So Far and Focus Next
- Safety Workstreams
- Our Collaboration

## Day 2: Influencing our Environment
- Safety Value, Standards, and Investment
- HeliOffshore AGM
Interactive

Straight talking, issues plus solutions

Action Oriented: requests, promises and offers
Table Discussion

• Each introduce yourself
• Give an example of where going for excellence has delivered real value in your business?